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Bex Peterson
Editor-in-Chief
There’s something fraught with our relationship to success and failure. 
I know for many people, the idea of 
failure is panic-inducing. Failure in many 
cases can be the difference between life or 
death, between getting that job you’ve been 
gunning for your whole life and getting 
passed over for someone else.
I thought I understood the old adage 
about failure being a teacher when I was 
younger. It’s what I would tell myself when 
I was about as much of a “failure” as you 
can imagine—from promising A+ student 
to a university drop-out, working three 
minimum wage jobs and losing one of 
them because I overslept and missed my 
shift, twice. As I sat there panicking in my 
basement suite, exhausted beyond belief 
from working literally day and night to 
afford my independence, I would comfort 
myself with the idea that all my mistakes 
were building up to something. That I 
would learn something from all the dumb 
shit I was doing.
What I didn’t really realize at the time 
was that, honestly? I wasn’t really learning 
anything. I was waiting to be taught, for 
the universe to reach down and give me a 
detailed list of what I needed to be doing 
to get my life together. That’s not how 
learning works. That’s not how the universe 
works. While I was toasting the idea of 
failure and day drinking on my days off, 
completely alone, I didn’t realize that my 
biggest failure was how afraid I was to fail. 
I know, it seems a bit backwards. 
But I think if you look at a lot of people 
who fall under the category of “failure” by 
society’s standards—burnouts, drop-outs, 
etcetera.—a lot of us are just paralyzed. 
We become these people because we 
expect to become these people, and we’re 
afraid of really trying to be anyone else 
and becoming these people anyway. It’s 
like getting the urge to jump when you’re 
standing next to a significant height. You’re 
so afraid of the fall that part of you sort of 
just wants to get it over with.
Also, a lot of us have, like, really bad 
unaddressed mental health issues. In 
my case, I had an undiagnosed learning 
disability as well as a shit ton of mood 
disorders, and neither education nor 
employment fields do an adequate job of 
supporting people like me. Maybe think 
about that next time you look askance at 
one of your old high school classmates 
who had “so much going for them” before 
they seem to drop off the face of the earth, 
because that’s exactly what I did. 
But aside from the mental illness 
factor—or tying into it, depending on how 
you see things—I really was afraid to do 
things, to try things, in case they didn’t 
work out for me. I was afraid of applying 
for better jobs because I didn’t think I’d be 
able to do them. I was afraid of going back 
to school because I was afraid I wouldn’t 
do well in class. I have passed up more 
opportunities than you can imagine and 
yes, a lot of that has been because I have 
a genuine, clinically diagnosed inability 
to keep my paperwork in order, but also 
because of fear.
I thought I was embracing the lessons 
failure had to teach me, but I was just 
embracing failure as a way of life. 
I guess I’m thinking about all this 
because of a few reasons. I’ve spent the 
past few months applying for jobs and 
sending writing out to be considered for 
publication. I just received an email from 
Douglas telling me that I’ll be graduating 
in June—it took me four years to complete 
a two-year program, and it’s a bittersweet 
victory, let me tell you.
I’m still afraid of failure, but I think I 
might finally be learning something from 
it.
Until next issue,
Bex Peterson
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• Province experiences strange weather
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• Coffee House: Women in revolution
...and more
Bex Peterson
Editor-in-Chief
If you’ve been wondering whether or not these sunny March days have been a bit 
unusually warm, you’re not alone—and 
you’re absolutely right. 
According to the Vancouver Sun, 2019 
has been a bizarre year for BC so far. The 
first two months of the year ran the gamut 
from atypically sunny to unprecedented 
amounts of snow dumps. With spring 
starting off warm and dry, BC has been 
breaking records for strange weather 
phenomena. 
“When mid-February hit, we really 
turned a corner into a period of very little 
precipitation, and of course it got very 
cold,” said Armel Castellan, a meteorologist 
for Environment Canada, to the Vancouver 
Sun. “It is pretty puzzling to see this kind of 
extreme variation, from a warm December 
and January to very, very cold conditions 
and then extremely dry conditions.” 
For parts of the province, including 
much of Vancouver Island and parts of the 
Lower Mainland, this March has been the 
driest in recorded history, according to 
The Weather Network. Many other areas 
throughout BC have also experienced 
rainfall levels well below historical 
averages.
The lack of precipitation across 
the province has resulted in far less 
accumulation of snow packs, which will 
make the spring melt less hazardous for 
BC residents living in areas with a high risk 
for flooding. However, many are looking 
ahead to the upcoming forest fire season 
with concern. Just this past weekend a 
grass fire broke out at Deer Lake Park in 
Burnaby—according to assistant fire chief 
Gavin Summers in an interview with CTV 
Vancouver, the flames moved quickly due 
to “tinder dry” conditions. The fire burned 
through a third of an acre of grass and 
is said to have been sparked by people 
lighting fireworks in the area.
While lighting fireworks off in an area 
like Deer Lake Park is obviously a fire risk, 
it’s not hard to imagine why people might 
have a hard time thinking about fire risks 
in March. Summers described the current 
dry conditions as “unusual” as well. 
Despite this, experts have warned 
against projecting ahead to guess at what 
our summer might look like. According to 
the Vancouver Sun, “precipitation forecasts 
are unreliable beyond five to seven days.” 
In the same article a forests ministry 
spokesperson said, “The severity of the 
wildfire season will be highly dependent 
on local, short-range weather patterns such 
as timing and amount of rainfall, length of 
drying periods, thunderstorms, and wind 
events.”
However, given the last two years of 
long, dry summers, it’s fair to say that BC 
might be in for some rough months ahead. 
Province 
experiences strange 
weather patterns
 › It’s not just you—experts are describing 
the weather as ‘puzzling’ 
Bex Peterson
Editor-in-Chief
An interaction between protestors from the First Nations communities 
of Grassy Narrows and Wabaseemoong 
and Prime Minister Justin Trudeau made 
national headlines last week after Trudeau 
dismissed the protestors in a manner 
Trudeau himself has since described as 
having “lacked respect.”
The protestors attended a Liberal 
fundraiser last week to demand action 
for their communities, which have been 
suffering the effects of mercury poisoning 
since a chemical plant upstream dumped 
9,000 kilograms of mercury into the 
English-Wabigoon River in the ’60s and 
’70s. 
“Prime Minister Trudeau , people 
at Grassy Narrows are suffering from 
mercury poisoning,” the first protestor, 
Lana Goldberg, could be heard saying at 
the event during Trudeau’s speech. “You 
committed to addressing this crisis.”
As Goldberg was ushered away, 
Trudeau addressed her by saying, “Thank 
you for being here, thank you very 
much for your donation tonight. I really 
appreciate it.” 
According to Global News, the 
fundraiser was for members of the Laurier 
Club, who “are considered high-end Liberal 
donors who must contribute a minimum of 
$1,500 in order to join the ranks.”
As the donors laughed at Trudeau’s 
comment, the Prime Minister added, 
“As we know, the Liberal Party is filled 
with different perspectives and different 
opinions, and we respect them all.”
Another protestor in the audience 
then said, “If it was your family that’s been 
waiting for 500 days, if your family was 
suffering from mercury poisoning, what 
would you do? If it was your family, would 
you accept it? Would you accept 500 days 
for one percent?” 
Trudeau’s comments were roundly 
condemned by Indigenous communities 
and allies across the country, with National 
Chief of the Assembly of First Nations 
Perry Bellegarde describing them as 
“completely unacceptable and offensive as 
a response to the serious issue of mercury 
contamination and the health of children 
and families in Grassy Narrows First Nation 
and Wabaseemoong.”
The Prime Minister has since 
apologized for his remarks and has 
promised that the protestors will have 
the full cost of entrance to the fundraiser 
refunded to them. However, his apology 
has not done much to reconcile with the 
communities at the heart of the issue. 
“Trudeau’s apology rings hollow while 
our people are suffering without the care 
and support that we need,” said Grassy 
Narrows Chief Rudy Turtle to the National 
Post.
The communities of Grassy 
Narrows and Wabaseemoong, located in 
northwestern Ontario, were both promised 
long-term treatment centres for victims 
of mercury poisoning in November of 
2017 by then-Indigenous Services Minister 
Jane Philpott. Construction on the Grassy 
Narrows facility was due to start last fall, 
but so far, no progress has been made. 
In December, the community of Grassy 
Narrows was told that construction was 
expected to begin sometime this June.
“I acknowledge Trudeau’s apology, but 
more importantly he needs to deliver on his 
government’s promise to build a Home and 
Treatment Centre so our mercury survivors 
can be cared for with dignity,” said Turtle. 
Mercury poisoning is a severe medical 
issue due to several factors. For starters, 
there is no flushing mercury from the 
system: It remains inside the body and 
can be passed along to children born from 
mothers suffering from mercury poisoning. 
The effects of mercury poisoning include 
muscle weakness, poor coordination, 
numbness in the hands and feet, skin 
rashes, anxiety, memory problems, and 
trouble speaking, hearing, and seeing. In 
the long-term, mercury poisoning can 
result in severe kidney damage. 
According to the CBC, 90 percent 
of the population in Grassy Narrows 
experiences symptoms of mercury 
poisoning, which has affected three 
generations of residents. 
“We could all be dying,” said resident 
Chayna Loon to the CBC. “We probably are, 
already, and we don’t know what’s going to 
happen because nobody is helping.”
Free Grassy Narrows
 › Indigenous protestors bring national attention to ongoing humanitarian and environmental crisis
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Tania Arora
Staff Reporter
History is filled with women who have had significant roles 
in great revolutionary movements 
including the French Revolution, 
American abolitionist movement, 
Civil Rights movement, Idle No 
More, #MeToo,  and many more. To 
recognize the importance of their role 
and how have they been able to make 
changes, Douglas Students’ Union 
organized the last Coffee House of the 
semester around the theme Women 
in Revolutions. 
The discussion began with 
everyone present being asked to 
name one woman in the major 
revolutionary movements around the 
world. The question was met with 
complete silence, which shows the 
unrecognized contribution made by 
women in history. 
In order to end slavery in the 
US, the American abolitionist 
movement took place in the 18th 
and 19th centuries—a movement in 
which women were prominent and 
outspoken members. 
In an article for the National 
Women's History Museum, Allison 
Lange, Ph.D., said, “In 1829 British-
born reformer Frances Wright toured 
the United States and lectured against 
slavery. The same year, an artist 
published this cartoon making fun of 
Wright. The cartoon depicts Wright 
standing near a table and giving a 
lecture, but she has the head of a 
goose. The title says Wright ‘deserves 
to be hissed.’ According to this artist 
and many others, women should not 
speak in public, and the public should 
not care what she has to say.” 
Yet in the face of these oppressive 
norms, women became equipped 
with leadership, organizational, 
literary, and many other skills to mark 
their presence and contributions. 
One of the most recent feminist 
movements is the #MeToo movement 
where one can easily see the power of 
organization and listen to the voices 
of women. Gone are the days when 
women were expected to stay quiet 
indoors. 
Bhavika Gaba, an international 
student at Douglas, said in an 
interview with the Other Press, “I am 
glad that this [#MeToo movement] 
took place. Women are finally coming 
out and speaking for themselves and 
seeking justice. It is heartbreaking 
to listen to what they have been 
through. Hundreds or thousands of 
cases might have been reported till 
now, but millions of stories are still 
hiding inside the walls of bricks.”
The French Revolution was also 
a part of the Coffee House discussion. 
The participation of women in the 
movement sparked controversies 
at the time, given the French 
Revolution’s emphasis on equality 
and liberty for all citizens—but not 
for women. Aahelee Bandyopadhyay, 
the DSU Women’s Representative 
and the moderator for the event, said, 
“Female figures in revolution are often 
suppressed and history has been a 
crucial instrument to depict that.” 
Hopefully we have more such 
coffee houses coming up next 
semester because it is important for 
students to come together and share 
and gain knowledge about such social 
issues. 
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From American and French 
Revolutions to #MeToo
 › Last Coffee House of the semester talks about women in revolution
Bex Peterson
Editor-in-Chief
New West residents have until April 5 to add their two cents to the City’s 
designs for a proposed new riverfront park 
on Quayside Drive. 
Located next to the River Market 
along the Fraser River waterfront, the City 
of New Westminster is planning to expand 
the current Westminster Pier Park as well 
as add more park facilities and amenities 
to the area. The current plan calls for two 
new park sites resulting in an approximate 
two acres of total park space. The project 
has been in its planning stages since 
the project initiation last summer, with 
several open houses held for the public to 
discuss the development. 
According to the most recent open 
house document, public feedback has 
included requests for a large open lawn, 
a dog park, added seating areas, and a 
performance space. 
The park is being planned as part 
of what the City is calling its “Riverfront 
Vision,” which also includes plans to 
build two large residential towers in 
the same area. The Pier West towers, a 
project headed by property development 
company Bosa, looks to be an ambitious 
one according to Bosa’s website: “The 
groundbreaking development includes 
two residential towers, including the 
tallest building on Metro Vancouver’s 
waterfront, plus a variety of services that 
add to the community.” 
Other proposed changes to the 
riverfront include a 6th Street overpass, a 
renovation of the existing children’s play 
area in Westminster Pier Park, an entry 
plaza for the tower developments, and 
private outdoor patios for ground-level 
units of the residential towers.
The City has certainly been 
making an effort to make full use 
of that choice waterfront property. 
Last year’s experimental Q to Q ferry 
service connecting the River Market 
to Queensborough Landing has been 
extended to May of this year,  allowing 
residents from the Queensborough Port 
Royal community easy access to the 
market and the New West core. 
Approval of the final concept designs 
for the new park space by mayor and 
council is expected to occur sometime this 
spring.   
New West in final concept design 
stages for new riverfront park
 › City asks for more public feedback to inform finalized designs
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Bex Peterson
Editor-in-Chief
I’ll be honest and state my bias upfront—I couldn’t care less for the Disney live-
action remakes. I didn’t see Cinderella 
when it waltzed through our theatres in 
2015, I was vastly underwhelmed by 2017’s 
Beauty and the Beast, and while I love 
Aladdin (the music is incredibly catchy, 
okay—even if aspects of the story itself are 
a touch problematic), I certainly raised an 
eyebrow at the shoddy blue CGI nightmare 
fuel that was Will Smith’s genie in recent 
trailers. It’s not fair to judge a film’s visual 
effects by an unpolished render released for 
trailer purposes months before the movie 
comes out, I know, but still.
I couldn’t even join in my sister’s 
nostalgia sniffles for The Lion King trailer—
and does that even count as live action if 
all the animals are CGI? Yes, the cast looks 
amazing, and yes, there’s not much you 
can do to mess up an Elton John, Tim Rice, 
and Hans Zimmer music team-up. But 
we already have a perfect version of The 
Lion King, don’t we? Wasn’t the Academy 
Award-winning 1994 film good enough?
Disney hits a certain weak spot for 
all of us. The company cleverly branded 
itself on the principle of maintaining an 
ironclad stranglehold on our childhoods. 
Yes, we know in our minds that Disney 
is an aggressively hungry media mogul 
hellbent on world domination, swallowing 
up entire studios, networks, and mountains 
of intellectual property in its wake—the 
Mouse must have fresh blood. However, 
in our hearts, Disney is our favourite 
Winnie the Pooh stuffie. It’s the afternoons 
spent inviting all of our Disney Princess 
dolls to tea parties in the living room 
while Peter Pan played on the TV (and 
introduced us to racist caricatures of 
Indigenous people). Disney World is the 
quintessential childhood dream vacation 
as well as the quintessential mid-20s 
breakdown destination for millennials 
struggling to reconnect with their younger, 
less financially-crippled selves, and those 
Disney bastards know it. 
It’s not the first time Disney has 
released questionable material for the sake 
of an easy cash-in. There was a streak of 
hilariously awful direct-to-home-video 
Disney sequel movies in the ’90s and 2000s 
(though for my money, The Lion King 2: 
Simba’s Pride was actually pretty decent, 
even if Kovu’s roguish bad boy looks 
probably spawned an entire generation of 
furries). 
(Also, Pooh’s Grand Adventure: The 
Search for Christopher Robin definitely 
made me cry, but in my defense, I was 
three when it came out and cried about 
everything.)
You can’t get much more cynical or 
cash-grabby than the Disney sequels. 
Take for instance the Hunchback of Notre 
Dame sequel where Quasimodo is gifted a 
klutzy girlfriend by the plot; a Beauty and 
the Beast midquel where a magical organ 
tries to straight-up murder Belle and Beast 
(who spends the entire movie moping and 
being an emotionally abusive terror while 
Belle simpers at him); a Little Mermaid 
sequel where Ariel repeats all of her father’s 
mistakes as a parent and her daughter 
essentially relives her story in reverse; 
and, horrifically, a Peter Pan sequel where 
Wendy’s daughter—who is emotionally 
and mentally scarred by World War II and 
the London Blitz, which is ongoing as the 
movie progresses—is whimsically spirited 
away to Never Land where Peter and the 
Lost Boys must break through her shell of 
childhood trauma to make her believe in 
magic and fairy tales again.
My point is, it’s not as though Disney 
is some bastion of creative integrity. These 
live-action remakes have the same plasticky 
taste that Disney’s more blatantly money-
grubbing efforts tend to take on. I guess 
a better point might be, however: Does it 
matter?
Because yes, as I said before, I really 
couldn’t care less for the Disney live-action 
remakes. But I was lucky—I caught the 
tail end of the Disney and DreamWorks 
2D  animation era (and unfortunately, 
the full brunt of the trashy Disney sequel 
era—shout-out to my fellow ’90s kids). 
Disney’s chokehold on my nostalgia looks 
different from what the kids these days are 
going to remember fondly in a decade or 
two. Maybe for them, these big blockbuster 
remakes will have the same charm and 
meaning that their predecessors did. 
Maybe I’m just old and cynical and spend 
far too much time mocking people on 
Twitter. 
That last bit might be an unrelated 
problem.
At any rate, there isn’t much we can do 
to stop the onslaught of Disney, and there’s 
nothing edgy or remotely interesting about 
people who make a point of sucking the 
fun out of things for everyone else. While 
I might not force myself to sit through 
aggressively autotuned renditions of some 
of my favourite Disney songs as a Will 
Smith-shaped genie blob floats out over the 
crowd in 3D, I’m sure there are plenty of 
people who are super excited to experience 
just that. Kudos to them.
Just please, please leave The Sword in 
the Stone alone, Disney. I’m begging you. 
It’s my favourite. Please.
Disney live-action remakes
 › Shameless corporate cash-grab, or heartfelt reimagining of timeless classics?
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Yes, we know in our minds that Disney 
is an aggressively hungry media mogul 
hellbent on world domination…
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Mike LeMieux
Senior Columnist
    
It's rare to be surprised by something new in video games these days. A lot of the 
time it feels like you're just playing slight 
variations of the same thing repeatedly. 
Baba is You, an indie puzzle game by 
Finnish game developer Arvi Teikari, feels 
fresh. In it you play as lots of characters but 
mainly as a pixel-art rabbit named Baba. 
Your goal as Baba in each of the game's 
many levels is always the same: Win. To 
accomplish this, you'll do everything from 
grabbing a flag to transforming a rock into 
a key, using the key to open the door, then 
turning the key into a ghost that you push 
into a lake. 
Okay, that escalated pretty quickly. 
Let's back up a bit.
Your main interaction in Baba is You 
is pushing blocks. All the stages you are 
presented with are screen-filling grids 
populated by objects and words. For 
example, you may be given the titular 
“Baba,” “is,” and “You”—words which are 
quite common throughout the game. 
When placed together, the phrase you 
create becomes a hard rule that every 
object in the level is subject to. You'll 
encounter all kinds of words in the game 
but they'll typically be in one of three 
categories. You'll have objects like “rock” or 
“key”; conjunctions and other connecting 
words like “is” or “and”; and attributes or 
verbs like “floats” or “push.”
When you start a level there will be 
phrases strewn about that will tell you what 
kind of rules you're playing by. A key for 
example has no inherent attributes unless 
you've got a phrase such as “Key is open” 
on the field. The puzzle aspect of each 
level comes from manipulating or creating 
phrases to secure some form of victory. If 
a wall is blocking you from the flag, it's up 
to you and your brain to figure out how you 
can change the rules of the level to let you 
get through.
Baba is You really encourages thinking 
outside the box. Like, way outside the 
box. Early puzzles in the game have many 
different solutions. The wall that's blocking 
you could simply have its solidness 
stripped away by severing the “stop” from 
the phrase “wall is stop.” You could push 
blocks in a way that strings together “wall 
is you” and move out of your own way. 
You could turn every object in the level 
into Baba and overwhelm your obstacles 
with numbers. The world is your oyster, 
potentially literally.
This is where Baba is You shines. 
The spark of inspiration and creativity 
you feel upon figuring out a solution just 
isn't something you encounter often. This 
game will make you feel both very smart 
and very, very stupid. It feels extremely 
rewarding to bash your head against 
a tough puzzle and to have that “aha” 
moment of inspiration where you figure 
out an extremely elegant solution. 
If there's one large complaint to be 
made here, it's that the early creativity-
focused puzzles with many solutions are 
pushed to the side later in the game for 
devilishly challenging puzzles with only a 
single answer. Some players may be turned 
off by how difficult the game becomes 
and would rather have a fun sandbox 
where they're breaking puzzles instead 
of solving them. Aside from that, there's 
plenty of content to be had and the game's 
Commodore 64 style of graphics are often 
cute and easy to read. 
Baba is You is available on Steam and 
the Nintendo Switch for around $18.
A fresh puzzle game that breaks the rules
 › ‘Baba is You’ video game review
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Sonam Kaloti
Arts Editor
    
I’d been excited for the new Bad Suns album since it was announced. The rock 
band—consisting of Christo Bowman, 
Gavin Bennett, Miles Morris, and Ray 
Libby—has a staple “good times” vibe, 
but that doesn’t hinder them from trying 
unique song concepts. 
Their albums Language and 
Perspective (2014) and Disappear Here 
(2016) really struck a chord with me (pun 
intended). Language & Perspective features 
songs that exhibit a sort of lust for life. 
However, the album includes darker tracks 
about issues like anxiety as well. Disappear 
Here has a similar sound to their previous 
album, but with more developed rhythm 
and beats. Both albums are fast-paced with 
all the heavy drums, guitars, and vocals you 
could expect from a rock band. Bowman 
has a memorable voice that adds a lot to the 
emotions conveyed through all their music. 
I was, as anyone would be, nervous 
about their new album, Mystic Truth—
would it live up to the standards of the 
band I’ve grown to love? 
Their first single from the new album 
is “Away We Go,” a repetition-heavy song 
with a cute piano riff and slight distortion 
on the vocals. It could almost be mistaken 
for a pop sound had the drums not kept 
the rock vibe. “Hold Your Fire” was the 
next single released and, though apparent 
on all tracks, it has a lot of repetition as 
well. Repetition isn’t necessarily a poor 
decision, though, because as a single it has 
an obligation to be catchy and relatively 
easy to learn. The last single so far, “One 
Magic Moment,” follows the song form of 
first introducing a piano riff, then a vocal 
verse, then the combined effort of all 
instruments. 
“A Miracle, A Mile Away” has a 
significant play on prosody. The word 
“miracle” is sung softly and enchantingly, 
while “mile away” is held for much longer, 
giving the listener the auditory feeling for 
the meaning of the words. 
“The World and I” begins with hard 
left and right instrumental panning. Unlike 
most of the other songs, this one feels 
much fresher to listen to because the verses 
barely have any perfect rhymes. 
Percussion is the show-stopper on 
“Love by Mistake.” The track features 
soft guitar, wood blocks, shakers, and an 
instrument that sounds somewhat like 
a glockenspiel or xylophone. The lyrics 
“summer breeze, dancing trees by the lake” 
summarize the peaceful and whimsical 
atmosphere of this track.
My favourite track on the album is 
“Darkness Arrives (And Departs).” The 
music is lovely, but the words are incredibly 
meaningful. One of the best feelings in the 
world is when you find a song that simply 
hits exactly when you needed it. This is 
that kind of song. The verses are about the 
thoughts in us that say, as Bowman sings, 
“Tomorrow looks different when hope 
seems so distant.” However, the pre-chorus 
turns that fear and anxiety into hope and 
excitement with, “That’s where you’re 
wrong. The future’s in only our hands. Isn’t 
that mad?”
I think Bad Suns did change their 
sound and music technology towards a 
more concise approach this time around. 
I enjoyed their experimental and rough-
at-the-edges sound from their previous 
albums, but watching a band grow into the 
sound they want to have leaves little room 
to be upset.
Darkness doesn’t arrive for Bad Suns
 › ‘Mystic Truth’ album review
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Justin Bieber has been getting a bad rep for a long time, especially when he was 
younger. In 2009 and 2010 he released My 
World and My World 2.0. I was in fifth 
grade and hated just about all pop music, 
having been listening to alternative since I 
was six years old. I remember the fanbase 
quite vividly from my fifth-grade class. 
Most of the girls would obsess over Bieber’s 
“Baby,” and most of the guys would trash 
on his haircut. Some of the girls would also 
trash on his haircut (including myself) 
and of course, some guys liked his music 
too. For many years, this dynamic went on. 
There were the ruthless, obsessed fans, and 
the ruthless, obsessed “haters,” as the fame 
industry deems them.  
Yes, “Baby” was so extremely 
obnoxious, repetitive, and overplayed that 
it was hard to see how anyone couldn’t 
hate it. Sadly, this dislike of the music 
went hand in hand with hatred towards 
the artist. The relationship between art 
and artist has always been an important 
topic to think about, and the argument of 
whether to separate the two changes vastly 
depending on each situation. This one, in 
my opinion, was unjust at first. Due to his 
wide popularity, his fans supported him 
to extremes. However, once Bieber started 
making terrible decisions (such as egging 
neighbours’ houses, drunk driving, and 
drag racing) no one could help him. The 
fans were disappointed, and the haters felt 
sweet victory. 
Now that it’s been many years since 
his pullback from the forefront, he’s 
straightened up, found himself a fiancée, 
and generally seems like a much better 
person. His music has obviously grown as 
he has, and he demonstrates a beautiful 
story of someone who has overcome far too 
many pressures and expectations from a 
young age. 
The best part about this tale is that 
while Bieber has grown up, so has everyone 
else. I don’t see nearly the same number of 
hecklers berating his haircuts, his fans have 
grown up and probably have better things 
to do than obsess over an engaged man, 
and I no longer hate pop music!
That said, now that we’re in 2019 it’s 
safe to go back and really listen to his old 
albums. There had to be something special 
about them that made them as popular as 
they were at the time. Recently I found a 
treasure in the thrift store CD alley, which 
just so happened to be My World 2.0, and 
let me tell you: Bangers only. In fact, I am 
so disappointed in my 10-year-old self for 
having missed out for so long. 
A year or so ago I remembered that 
the only song I’d liked by early JB was 
“Never Let You Go,” which is track six on 
the album. The music video is airy and 
honestly quite heavenly. The best scenes 
are easily the ones where he’s wearing 
all white and standing on a rock with an 
equally white and cloudy sky behind him. 
The song’s lyrics have a more mature take 
on a confusing love relationship, a different 
tone from the rest of the album (which 
is filled with more poppy, surface-level 
infatuation). The lines “Let the music blast; 
we gon’ do our dance / bring the doubters 
on, they don’t matter at all” are hopelessly 
romantic and a realistic take on how it feels 
to be in a passionate (yet very teenage) 
relationship. I was in elementary school 
when it came out so I’m not sure how many 
children could have taken this song to 
heart, but I’d like to imagine it hit well with 
high schoolers at the time. 
“Somebody to Love” is one of my 
more preferred types of pop songs—the 
kinds you can scream way too loud in your 
car with your friends. It might have been 
embarrassing once upon a time (I still got 
made fun of way too much, but I wasn’t 
embarrassed!) but there’s no argument to 
fun music. This song is a dance track and 
features one of the catchiest choruses on 
the album. 
Overall, the points I’m trying to make 
are: Be mindful when separating artists 
from their art, don’t let bias keep you from 
trying something new, and if you like 
something—then let yourself enjoy it! Oh, 
and give Justin Bieber a break.  
Give Justin Bieber a chance already
 › ‘My World 2.0’ and Justin Bieber analysis
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The Music Technology Diploma portfolio showcase was held on March 
27 at the Douglas College New Westminster 
campus. The showcase features students 
at the end of their two-year diploma. It’s 
essentially a large networking opportunity 
for anyone in the music industry, and a 
chance for Douglas MTD students to meet 
with larger companies that may offer work. 
The Other Press had a chance to speak 
with one of these students, Ron Nazal, 
on his showcase as well as what the MTD 
program has to offer. Nazal does everything 
from composing to producing, while also 
being a recording engineer. 
When asked what his set-up at the 
portfolio showcase was, Nazal said, “What 
I have here is what we producers use on a 
regular basis.” His table had some headsets 
connected to a monitor that had a digital 
audio workstation (DAW) open on the 
song he had for presenting. He also had 
a touch-sensitive 5D keyboard that was 
available to try out. 
At the showcase and networking 
event, Nazal was promoting his duo project 
with fellow MTD student Lucas Davies, 
called Lanes. 
“We’re releasing an album on the first 
day of June,” Nazal said. “We have a single 
out right now. It’s called ‘Déjà vu.’” I was 
able to try on the headset and experience 
his music right then. 
“The feel we were going for for this 
album was a laid-back chill vibes thing 
where you’re driving down the highway 
and you take a listen,” Nazal said. The song 
sounds exactly as he described it. Releasing 
it in summer is perfect timing because 
it’s exactly the type of song you’d want to 
listen to while digging your toes into the 
sand. His partner Davies beautifully sings 
the vocals in the piece, but the pair worked 
together on the lyrics and the rest of the 
track. 
“It’s one of those songs that’ll 
hopefully brighten up your day,” said Nazal. 
I asked Nazal what he would say to 
people thinking about joining the Music 
Technology Diploma, and he answered that 
it’s a good thing to join if it’s your dream. 
“I’m doing [the MTD diploma] now 
and I’m really happy,” he said. “I think if 
you know you’re happy with what you’re 
doing and the passion’s there, everything 
comes along.”
MTD students showcased a variety of 
music-related skills. There were students 
presenting how different genres of film 
scores can completely change a scene, 
students who found interest in creating 
sample packs and sound effects, as well 
as students who were more interested 
in videography altogether. They all had 
amazing presentations and I wish them 
well in their future careers. 
MTD’s impressive feats
 › A review of the Music Technology program’s portfolio showcase
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In Steve Jobs’ self-titled autobiography, he said that he cracked the code of 
television and had an idea of a future where 
TV channels are accessed through apps. 
Though he did not live to this day to see 
his vision realized, his ideas have shaped 
the future of how we watch TV. Before 
he passed away, he left his plans to the 
current CEO of Apple, Tim Cook, which 
included a plan that would have made 
Jobs a pioneer of TV streaming services 
today if he was still alive. This and other 
major plans for the tech giant have been 
recently publicized in an announcement 
from Apple on March 25 at the Steve Jobs 
Theater in Apple Park.
 The announcement began with 
a retrofitted opening title sequence 
containing references to Apple’s history. 
Most of the services the company revealed 
are services that exist already, except Apple 
is offering high-quality content with all 
of their products as well as an easy-to-
use interface. As with Apple’s previous 
announcements, Cook still has not fully 
explained the products, beginning with the 
first new service: Apple News+.
Apple News presents news from 
trusted and credited news sources and it is 
finally available in Canada. With News+, 
they offer digital versions of magazines and 
newspapers in one place. Unlike Texture—
the digital magazine app acquired by Apple 
last year, which is being replaced by this 
new service—News+ has live covers that 
make magazines more interactive. 
Next, Apple announced a credit card 
that has every feature one could want: 
Apple Card, which is pretty much an 
Apple MasterCard. It has no fees, cashback 
rewards that you can use immediately, and 
a function that tracks a user’s spending and 
gives advice on how to save money, which 
is a feature that some other banks offers 
through apps.
The next two announcements were the 
biggest of the event. First, Apple declared 
that there will be a new section in the App 
Store called Apple Arcade where users have 
access to a catalog of games, including 
games that are made for augmented 
reality. They can be played on all devices, 
including the TV.
After Apple announced updates to 
Apple TV, which includes the product 
being available on smart TVs, Cook 
unveiled the service that everyone has been 
waiting for: Apple TV+. This is not the 
first time that Apple has offered original 
programming, since they have original 
music shows on Apple Music. However, 
Apple TV+ offers original shows that are 
made by some of the biggest stars and 
directors today.
Apple TV+ will offer some shows that 
look interesting and some shows that will 
probably be cancelled soon after being 
aired. Some highlights include a romantic 
comedy called The Morning Show starring 
Jennifer Aniston, Reese Witherspoon, 
and Steve Carell; a time-traveling mystery 
produced by Steven Spielberg; a show 
about immigrants called Little America 
produced by Kumail Nanjiani; an unlikely 
collaboration between J.J. Abrams and 
singer Sara Bareilles called Little Voice; and 
the Sesame Street spinoff Helpsters. 
At the end of the Apple 
announcement, Oprah Winfrey made a 
surprise appearance and stated that she 
will also make programming for the Apple 
streaming service.
This reveal is kind of like the iTV 
announcement I’ve been waiting to see. 
If Jobs were still alive and had made 
these announcements earlier, it looks like 
he would have been among the first to 
introduce almost all of the technology that 
we are using today.
Apple announcement:
Making services even better
 › An announcement that is long overdue
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I couldn’t tell you when exactly bourbon usurped gin as my favourite liquor, but 
it’s been a welcome transition. Bourbon 
goes down warm and smooth, and all those 
other adjectives that sound cliché when 
said aloud. Bourbon’s flavour also plays well 
with others, which makes it a popular base 
for a rogues’ gallery of cocktails.
We covered this in a previous Pour 
Boy but it’s worth reiterating: Sometimes 
it’s okay to lowball which bourbon you use 
in a cocktail if there are plenty of other 
flavours mixing around. If bourbon is the 
headliner of the cocktail though, make sure 
it’s a bourbon worth highlighting. When in 
doubt, punch up and go for the nicer stuff.
Here are a few of my favourite 
bourbon-based cocktails, ordered based on 
the importance (highest to lowest) of high-
quality bourbon.
Old Fashioned
A classic for a reason. All an Old Fashioned 
needs for success is bourbon, simple syrup, 
and bitters. Mix the liquids together, then 
add a large ice cube. (Don’t listen to anyone 
who insists on using multiple smaller ice 
cubes; these people are not your friends.) 
Initially the drink will be almost too strong, 
but as the ice cube melts it dilutes the 
cocktail until there’s a nice balance. For 
bonus points, I like rubbing an orange peel 
on the glass rim and adding a spritz of fresh 
orange to the cocktail itself.
Bourbon Apple
For those occasions where you want 
apple cider-bourbon flavours, but in the 
summertime. You’ll need to prepare a 
ginger syrup ahead of time, which consists 
of adding fresh ginger to your go-to simple 
syrup recipe and then straining it out 
before chilling. Combine the syrup with 
bourbon, plus apple and lemon juice. Some 
recipes will call for a black pepper garnish 
to add a bit of spice, but it works fine 
without too.
Hot Toddy
At some point in history, Hot Toddies were 
annexed for the sickly and are often treated 
as medicinal. The healthy are taking 
them back though! Warm water until 
just before a boil, and add to a mug with 
bourbon, honey, and lemon juice. Stir that 
Toddy round and round until the honey is 
completely dissolved, then sip away. 
Kentucky Mulled Cider 
Perfect for those seeking a variation of the 
standard Hot Toddy. This drink consists 
of cool bourbon mixed with warm apple 
cider, and polished off with some allspice, a 
cinnamon stick, and lemon wedge.
Bourbon Sour
Combine bourbon, lemon juice, simple 
syrup, and an egg white into a shaker filled 
with ice. (The egg white might cause you to 
double-take, but it’s essential for making 
the cocktail frothy.) Shake that puppy 15 
times and strain into a glass, then top with 
aromatic bitters and a maraschino cherry. 
The Pour Boy: Get 
your Bourb-on
 › The best and brightest bourbon-
based cocktails around
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United Conservative Party (UCP) candidate Eva Kiryakos has announced 
she will be stepping down and out of 
Alberta’s upcoming election as of March 25. 
The reason? Someone has dug up her racist 
and transphobic tweets.
Kiryakos was the UCP representative 
running for Calgary-South East. Politically, 
the area has a history of voting very right-
wing. From 1971 to 2015 the provincial 
government was led by the Progressive 
Conservative Association of Alberta (PC 
Alberta). In 2017 PC Alberta merged with 
the Wildrose Party to form the UCP. The 
UCP is the current Official Opposition 
within the Legislative Assembly.
So why would someone with such a 
distinguished political pedigree step down? 
In a series of now deleted tweets, Kiryakos 
propagated the idea that Muslim refugees 
were responsible for a current “rape crisis” 
when she retweeted several articles. One 
Catholic Herald opinions article she shared 
outlines a supposed Christian genocide 
in Syria and Iraq via “forced breeding”; 
another article by the Creeping Sharia 
conspiracy theory blog spouts claims about 
a “Muslim rape jihad” in Germany.  
In another deleted tweet, Kiryakos 
directly accused another user posting 
about gay-straight alliances within public 
education as attempting to “convert” 
children. In addition to that, Kiryakos 
has made it more than clear she does not 
support transgender rights. In her video 
announcing she would be stepping down, 
Kiryakos stated, “The possibility of a grown 
man sharing a washroom with a little girl, 
to me, is a perversion. I used the words 
‘alternative lifestyle’ because the people I 
engaged with on Twitter were using those 
words, so I repeated them back. I voiced 
my honest opinion and, YES, I asked if 
the NDP had an agenda.” This statement 
comes in response to backlash regarding 
comments made by her in response to the 
Alberta Teachers’ Association guidelines 
around the use of school washrooms.
In light of all of this information 
surfacing, Kiryakos decided to play the 
victim—claiming that criticism of her past 
comments is an attempt to “silence” her. In 
her video, she said, “We teach our girls to 
stop being silent, to speak their mind, and 
yet I am here feeling silenced and cornered 
because I voiced my opinion and spoke up 
for what I believed in.” She went on to add, 
“This culture of bullying people who have 
different opinions, backgrounds, faiths, 
cultures, genders, and identities needs to 
stop.”
Oddly enough, I don’t think Kiryakos’ 
right to voice her opinion is the problem 
here. Though I do not agree with the 
attempts at blackmail she claims occurred 
regarding her Twitter past—I must say 
that the UCP is not looking good right 
now because of it. Earlier in March Caylan 
Ford, another former UCP candidate, 
also dropped out of the race after several 
private messages where she repeated white 
nationalist rhetoric were released to media. 
The cases of both Kiryakos and Ford have 
brought up a lot of questions regarding the 
UCP quality control process with regards to 
its members.
Twitter-tantrum: 
Eva Kiryakos
 › Alberta politician plays the victim after 
racist and transphobic tweet backlash
Brittney MacDonald
Business Manager
Relaxing can be tough when you’re a busy student. Between essays and 
studying for your next exam, you might be 
at your wit’s end. However, just tuning out 
when there are so many distracting things 
around you can also be a feat unto itself. As 
someone who finds it hard to concentrate, 
I feel your pain. One thing that has helped 
me through the years is white noise.
Now, I know the reservations. How 
can something that makes noise help me 
not get distracted by noise? Granted, it 
may not work for everyone—but for some 
people, it’s a lifesaver! If you want to test 
out your own reaction, but don’t want to 
invest in a machine, there are plenty of free 
sites on the internet to help you out. Here 
are just a few.
White Noise & Co. 
Colored Noise Generator
This is probably your most basic form of 
white noise. This generator will create a 
static sound that you can fine-tune using 
coloured knobs on a slider bar. The knobs 
themselves control the levels of treble, 
bass, and other audio components—but 
the sound itself never advances to any 
sort of real-world simulator. As such, if 
static isn’t the type of background noise 
you’re looking for, stay clear of this one 
and move on to one of the other options. 
However, if it is, then this site is great for its 
customization options. 
It can be found at mynoise.net. 
Noisli
This website is one of my favourites for 
basic environmental noise simulation. It’s 
fairly easy to use and offers many different 
options when it comes to what type of 
noise you can use. You can play these tracks 
simultaneously, individually, or in any 
form of combination with one another. 
The site also offers three preset modes: 
“random,” “productivity,” and “relax.” All of 
these modes randomize which tracks play 
but selecting “productivity” or “relax” will 
limit the selection pool to only sounds that 
coincide with those feelings. As someone 
who prefers environmental noise to static, 
for me this is a great website to get started 
with.
Noisli also has an option to create a 
profile, I assume to save whatever tracks 
you create that work for you. However, I 
have never bothered since the website isn’t 
overly complicated to just load up and run 
on its own.
Noisli is available at noisli.com.
A Soft Murmur
If you’re unsure what sort of white noise 
may work for you, A Soft Murmur offers 
a bit of everything. It is a little more 
complicated than Noisli, but it does have 
more options. You can also select the 
frequency levels for a certain noise, so you 
can better customize if you want more of 
one sound and less of another. Its “singing 
bowl” option is great for self-guided 
meditation.
If you’re just trying white noise out, I 
would advise moving to this one only when 
the other two have failed—just because its 
large library can be a bit intimidating, with 
a lot to cycle through and test. That being 
said, A Soft Murmur is probably the best 
out of the three I have listed for creating 
sound combos. It remembers your previous 
combo if you close your window and then 
return to it, and unlike Noisli, the interface 
doesn’t change colour—which can be 
distracting. You can leave this site on and 
kind of forget about it.
You can find A Soft Murmur at 
asoftmurmur.com.
White noise to 
wind you down
 › Websites offering ambient noise
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Editor-in-Chief
I’ll admit it—I have a guilty pleasure, and that’s YouTube video essays. I love in-depth, long-form 
deep-dives into previously unknown topics, or 
excruciating analyses of obscure media moments. 
I like having them on in the background as I do 
mundane tasks such cooking, cleaning, or putting a 
face on for the day. 
With pop culture in mind, here are some of my 
favourite media critics on YouTube.
Because let’s face it, you can do 
Better than cinemasins
In terms of media critics, you can’t get much more iconic than Lindsay Ellis. 
Balancing humour with a vast wealth of knowledge and hard-hitting insight 
into modern film trends, Lindsay Ellis has become the gold standard of media 
analysis on YouTube. She has a few series on her channel worth looking into 
as well as the long-form video essays she’s become known for. Loose Canon 
examines common characters, archetypes, and events that show up in film 
and television from their origins to their modern iterations. The Whole Plate 
looks at film theory through the lens of Michael Bay’s Transformers films. Last 
year, Ellis filmed a feature-length documentary in three parts on the fraught 
production of The Hobbit films and their lasting impact on the New Zealand 
film industry. No matter what you’re into, if you like film, television, and media, 
you’ll like Lindsay Ellis.
Personal favourite video
“Joel Schumacher’s Phantom of the Opera: A Video Essay”
Recommended starting point: 
“Is Beauty and the Beast About Stockholm Syndrome?”
Johnathan MacIntosh, host of Pop Culture Detective, doesn’t produce 
videos very often—about once every few months—but when he does, 
the videos are thoughtful and contain in-depth analysis of tropes in film, 
television, and video games. MacIntosh has a personable delivery and 
covers these topics with care and nuance. It’s not often you get a man 
dedicating an entire YouTube channel to exploring positive and negative 
depictions of masculinity in pop culture, but he does it exceptionally well. 
Given that a lot of the men who need to hear these things tend to only 
listen to, well, other men, MacIntosh’s work serves as a great introduction to 
intersectional feminist critical theory with regards to modern media.
Personal favourite video
“The Adorkable Misogyny of The Big Bang Theory”
Recommended starting point: 
“Born Sexy Yesterday”
Jenny Nicholson is an extremely entertaining YouTuber who delivers insightful 
analysis that’s almost disguised by her deadpan sarcasm and unpolished 
video production style. Her videos include reviews of recent pop culture 
“event” films such as the recent Star Wars movies and the ongoing Fantastic 
Beasts franchise; readings of terrible self-published books and questionable 
fanfiction; theme park reviews; parody skits; and more. These videos are 
usually filmed in her own bedroom, with Nicholson sitting on a bed often 
decorated with stuffed animals or action figures representing the main topic 
of the episode. Nicholson is upfront and unapologetic in her opinions, as well 
as deeply funny, and her videos will take you to some pretty strange corners 
of the internet (such as the subsection of Wattpad where many pre-teens 
posted crossover fanfiction of One Direction trying to survive the events of 
The Purge—no, really).
Personal favourite video
“Trapped In A Island With Josh Hutcherson”
Recommended starting point: 
“The Worst Reality Show of All Time”
Dan Olson began his online media review show Folding Ideas—which 
analyzed trends in games, TV, and films in 10 to 20-minute bites—in 2011. 
Though all the episodes of Folding Ideas are available on his channel of the 
same name, his content has certainly expanded since the official show’s end 
in 2014, evolving into a mix of off-the-cuff film review vlogs and longer video 
essays. Last year, Olson even filmed a three-part series doing a thorough 
and thoughtful analysis of the Fifty Shades of Grey films that serves as a 
fascinating insight into the art of adaptation on the whole. Olson has a dry, 
self-aware delivery and a personable demeanour that sort of makes every 
video feel like you’re grabbing a beer with a cool film studies TA who’s as 
annoyed about the pretentious hipsters in your class as you are.
Personal favourite video
“The Art of Storytelling and The Book of Henry”
Recommended starting point: 
“Everyone Batman Kills in BvS (and why it matters)”
Harry Brewis (known more commonly by his YouTube handle 
“H.Bomberguy”) covers a wide variety of topics on his eclectic channel. You 
can find anything from video game analysis to long, heartfelt essays about 
the magic of the VHS format, as well as videos about politics, marketing, H.P. 
Lovecraft, and even a half-hour video on “Loss.jpeg” from Ctrl+Alt+Del—all 
delivered with intensely screwball humour. Notably, Brewis hosted a 60-hour 
Donkey Kong 64 charity livestream on Twitch in January to raise money for 
Mermaids, a UK charity that supports transgender youth. The livestream 
ended up raising over $347,000 for the charity and attracted the attention 
and support of not only fellow YouTubers, but some notable public figures as 
well—including US Representative Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, who dropped 
into the livestream to reminisce about her experience with the Nintendo 64 
system as a child.
Personal favourite video
“Sherlock is Garbage, and Here’s Why”
Recommended starting point: 
“Why Braid Is Great"
Unlike the other creators on this list so far, La’Ron Readus focuses less on 
long-form video essays and instead has a steady output of film reviews, trailer 
reactions, and media analyses. My favourite series on his channel is “Today’s 
Lesson,” where Readus will pick a point of discussion to do with a trending 
topic or a current pop culture controversy and quickly dissect it. Readus is 
great for people who might want a more thorough and informed examination 
of their media but are intimidated by feature-length YouTube videos. Readus 
is also a published author, with a seven-part young adult superhero novel 
series available for purchase on Amazon titled, appropriately, The Hero 
Series. Readus is an incredible critic with a hefty backlog of videos covering 
an impressive range of media topics—and with a weekly upload schedule, 
you’re not likely to be left wanting for content.
Personal favourite video
“Black Panther: Was Killmonger Right? | Readus 101”
Recommended starting point: 
“The Lion King (2019): 2D vs 3D | Readus 101”
Big Joel covers a range of 
media analysis, from the 
God’s Not Dead series, to the 
Twilight Zone, to deep-dive 
examinations of big-name 
YouTubers. I highly recommend 
his half-hour video essay, “The 
Existential Horror of Shane 
Dawson.” 
Two best friends, Paige and 
Sarah, analyze Disney and 
other media. The hosts are 
sweet and thoughtful, and 
they produce content pretty 
steadily if you’re looking for 
weekly uploads. 
Less analyzing and far 
more summary, but way 
better than anything 
you’re likely to find on 
your average summary 
channel. Host “Blue” 
covers topics from history, 
while “Red” summarizes 
and contextualizes classic 
literature and myths. If you’re 
looking for some information 
to back up an essay on 
Shakespeare, this channel is 
the one to check out. 
Sage Hyden uses his channel 
to explore the ups and 
downs of writing for film and 
television, with a series of 
videos titled “What Writers 
Should Learn From” as well 
as a diverse backlog of video 
essays. Despite being a fan 
of all things Tolkien, I really 
enjoyed his series “Why the 
Hobbit Sucks,” as it was one 
of the first deep dives that 
actually touched on the issues I 
had with The Hobbit series.
Kyle Kallgren of Brows 
Held High covers classic 
film and “highbrow” 
media, acknowledging 
with affable self-awareness 
the pretentious nature of 
these topics. Comedian and 
columnist Jourdain Searles 
has been joining him on some 
of his more recent videos, 
and her voice is a welcome 
addition to the series. My 
recommendation? Check out 
his hard-hitting video essay 
on a classic ’80s documentary, 
“Sherman’s March in 2017.”
Big Joel Just Write
Brows Held HighOverly Sarcastic 
Productions
The Princess and 
the Scrivener
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#DOUGLIFE
Share your photos with us on Instagram using the hashtag 
#DougLife, for a chance to be featured in the paper! 

This week’s photo is by Bex Peterson
April
Goodbyes can be hard. Luckily, we have music to help us out! This month, I 
asked everyone here at the Other Press to give me some of their best “goodbye” 
songs. Here’s what they came up with. 
  Time to Say Goodbye by Sarah Brightman and Andrea Bocelli (Greg)
  Say Goodnight by Gemini Syndrome (Caroline)
  Goodbye to a World by Porter Robinson (Sonam)
  Goodbye Angels by Red Hot Chili Peppers (Brittney)
  Photograph by Nickelback (Greg)
  Chasing the Sun by Billy Talent (Caroline)
  Carry On (We’ll Be Here When You Get Back) by Polite Fiction (Sonam)
  The Call by Regina Spektor (Bex)
  Goodbye Horses by Q Lazzarus (Brittney)
otherplaylistthe
Brittney MacDonald
Life & Style Editor
We're Hiring!
Work for the Other Press Newspaper
Three positions open:
News Editor
Available imediately
Staff Writer
Start date to be determined
Website Coordinator
Available imediately
Please email your resume and cover letter to 
editor.otherpress@gmail.com 
or contact us for more information.
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Roshni Riar
Staff Writer
Out of curiosity—I’m sure the nice weather had something to do with 
it—I picked up a bottle of orange blossom 
water from my local Walmart a few weeks 
ago. I’ve come to find that it’s a really 
complex and unique flavour that is perfect 
for spring treats. 
I’ve compiled some fun recipes to 
experience the fresh, citrusy flavour that 
just a few drops of orange blossom water 
can offer:
Orange Blossom Olive Oil Cake
2 cups flour (cake or all-purpose)
1/3 cup cornmeal (or ground-up oats)
2 tsp baking powder
1/2 tsp baking soda
1/2 tsp salt
3/4 cup white sugar
1 tbsp coconut milk (or whatever you have)
2-1/2 tbsp orange blossom water
2-1/2 tbsp fresh orange juice
1 tbsp orange zest
2 tsp vanilla extract
3 eggs (replace these with flax eggs if you’d 
like to make this recipe vegan)
1-1/2 cups extra virgin olive oil
This ingredient list might seem 
intimidating, but I promise that the result 
is totally worth trying it, even if you’re not 
much of a baker. This dessert is a light, 
fluffy cake that is slightly floral and tangy. 
It’s perfect for a spring treat!
First, preheat your oven to 350 degrees 
Fahrenheit. In a large bowl, mix together 
flour, cornmeal, baking powder and soda, 
and salt. In another bowl, whisk together 
eggs, sugar, and orange zest (use an electric 
hand mixer or stand mixer if you have one). 
Beat these ingredients together until they 
become light, ribbony, and pale yellow—it 
will take at least three to five minutes. 
Once the mixture is pale yellow, 
slowly start drizzling in one cup of olive 
oil. After the first cup is incorporated, add 
another quarter cup. Keep beating until 
mixture begins to thicken. Now thickened, 
mix together milk, orange blossom water, 
orange juice, and vanilla extract in a small 
bowl.
Slowly add the small bowl of wet 
ingredients to the eggs, sugar, and olive 
oil. Mix until incorporated and slowly 
begin whisking in your dry ingredients. 
Once all the dry ingredients are in the 
bowl, combine until the batter is fully 
incorporated and thick. 
Using olive oil, heavily grease a 9 x 
9 baking pan or two muffin tins. Using 
parchment paper will help the batter not 
stick to the pan. Pour the batter in and 
tap the pan on counter to release any air 
bubbles before placing it in oven. Bake 
for 35 minutes, checking with a toothpick 
constantly. Pull the cake while it’s still 
moist in the middle—using the toothpick 
test to tell that it is still moist. If you need 
to add 10 minutes of bake time, that’s 
totally fine too. For muffin-sized cakes, 
they tend to cook more quickly so start 
checking them around the 20-minute 
mark.
After baking, poke holes in the top of 
the cakes and drizzle your remaining olive 
oil over them. Once cool, remove from pan 
and let rest for 20 minutes. You can eat 
this cake as-is, or slap on some icing and 
top with your choice of chopped nuts—I 
normally use pistachios. 
Speaking of icing, here’s a nice icing 
recipe that is great on a number of desserts 
this spring, including the olive oil cake.
Orange Blossom Water Icing
1 cup icing sugar
2 tbsp coconut milk (or your preferred 
milk)
2 tbsp orange blossom water
1 tsp orange zest
Mix ingredients together, adjusting as 
necessary until the mixture is white and 
thick. The result is a spreadable and 
delicious icing. You can put this on just 
about anything—trust me, I’ve tried. 
If you’re feeling adventurous, try 
whipping up a refreshing orange blossom 
water cocktail to have along with your 
freshly iced cake. When utilizing orange 
blossom water in cocktails, I generally use 
it in place of bitters. So, for a citrusy gin 
and tonic, I’d do something like this:
Orange Blossom Water Cocktail
2 ounces gin
1 tsp orange blossom water
12 ounces tonic water (1.5 cups)
One orange, thinly sliced
One lime, halved
Handful of mint leaves
1/2 cup ice
Simply shake together gin, orange blossom 
water, ice, and the lime juice from one half. 
In a tall glass, add as many orange 
slices as you’d like. Take some mint leaves 
and crush them in between your fingers 
to release their oils, then add to glass. Put 
in some ice, then pour the gin mixture 
over top. Top the glass off with tonic water 
and affix a lime wedge—sliced from the 
remaining half—to the rim.
Orange you glad it’s springtime?
 › Uses for orange blossom water in spring treats
Morgan Hannah
Life & Style Editor
Just when you thought being vegan was difficult, here comes a new food fad 
that will have you throwing out all but 
the fish and avocados... or so I thought 
until I gave it a try for two weeks and 
realized I've practically been paleo all 
this time! And lo and behold, I came 
across PaleoHacks: Paleo Sweets written 
by certified Nutritional Therapist and 
paleo chef Kelsey Ale, a book that 
had me changing my mind about the 
caveman diet.
Shortly after ordering this baker’s 
aid online, I found Ale on Instagram and 
started a conversation. I wanted to know 
just exactly what one could and couldn’t 
eat while taking on the paleolithic diet. 
“To practice the Paleo diet, you 
must be willing to cut out everything 
that wasn’t available for us to eat during 
the Paleolithic era [… ] this includes 
anything processed, grains, and a lot of 
dairy products, sugar, legumes, vegetable 
oils, margarine and trans fats, soft 
drinks, and any artificial sweeteners,” 
said Ale in an Instagram interview with 
the Other Press. 
Feeling just a bit overwhelmed, I 
had to ask what was left. 
“The good stuff! Meat, fish, veggies 
and fruits, eggs, seeds, nuts, herbs and 
spices, and healthy fats and oils,” said 
Ale. Suddenly, the generation all about 
avocado toast starts to make sense. 
Dieting lesson aside, I didn’t try 
out being paleo for its healthy meal 
options—I went straight for the sweets. 
I was curious to know how I could still 
consume cakes, cookies, pies, and ice 
cream when most of these temptations 
are strictly forbidden because of my 
sensitivities to wheat and dairy, and 
because paleo said so. Finding Ale’s 
book was a godsend—pages and pages 
of picturesque baked goodies left my 
mouth watering, from classic walnut 
brownies and Congo bar blondies, to the 
sexy black forest cake—Ale’s favourite—
to mini flourless chocolate cakes, layered 
mocha cheesecakes, blueberry cream 
tarts, and honey vanilla ice cream! My 
food fix was, well, fixed!
The paleo recipe I’ve decided to 
share from Ale’s sweets book is her 
no-churn avocado ice cream, one of the 
easier—not to mention classic—recipes 
that is sure to be a fan favourite. Flipping 
to the back of the book, the recipe says 
it serves four to six people, with a prep 
time of four hours and 15 minutes. 
However, that’s mostly just freezer time. 
There are literally only three steps to this 
ice cream: 
First, combine all ingredients in 
a blender and mix until smooth and 
creamy. 
Second, pour the mixture into a loaf 
pan or other container and freeze for 
four hours—told you—or overnight. 
Finally, allow the ice cream to set for 
5 to 10 minutes to soften before serving. 
My kind of recipe! 
Admittedly, I hadn’t made ice cream 
before this, and I think it’s because of 
the churning process—I haven’t wanted 
to bite the bullet and buy an ice cream 
maker just yet. However, this no-churn 
ice cream has me giving it four and a half 
stars out of five. For all its simplicity, 
if not made just right, the liquids will 
crystallize in the freezer and ruin that 
expected creamy texture of the frozen 
treat. And treat it is! The sweetness of 
the coconut cream and honey blends 
perfectly with the avocado flavour, 
leaving mouths wanting more. 
Hot tip: Avocados tend to brown 
over time, even when mashed into an ice 
cream mixture, so eat up quickly!  
No-Churn Avocado Ice Cream
Ingredients: 
1-1/2 large avocados, ripe and soft
1/2 cup honey
2 cups coconut cream
2 tbsp lemon juice or lime juice
1/4 tsp salt
The paleo diet does leave room for dessert
 › No-churn avocado ice cream from ‘Paleo Sweets’ cookbook
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Have an idea for a story?
 opinions@theotherpress.ca • Nowhere to go, no one to impress
• Not getting enough sleep is not a 
competition
• Parsley sucks as an herb
...and more
Jessica Berget
Opinions Editor
Warmer and sunnier days are finally here, and with them come long days 
spent on beaches, pools, and participating 
in water-related activities. Unfortunately, 
these days also bring with them a higher 
risk of drowning. According to a report by 
the Drowning Prevention Research Centre 
Canada, the majority of drowning deaths 
occur in the warmest months of May to 
September. With this in mind, I think now 
is as crucial a time as ever to be mindful 
of our water safety and acknowledge the 
people whose job it is to prevent these 
drownings every day: Lifeguards. 
As someone who has done lifeguard 
training in the past, I know the statistics of 
drowning all too well. In Canada, almost 
500 people a year die by drowning, which 
is a pretty scary number. However, only 
about one percent of these drowning cases 
happen in lifeguard-supervised areas. It’s 
hard to imagine life without lifeguards 
and I’m sure it’s not at all easy to look out 
for the safety and deal with the injuries 
of hundreds or even thousands of people 
every day. Lifeguards may not be as highly 
regarded as paramedics, police officers, or 
firefighters, but I think they ought to be 
appreciated just the same.
It may seem obvious that people who 
prevent drownings should be recognized, 
however, I know there are some people who 
don’t see the value that lifeguards have. 
During my training last year people would 
often see a group of us practicing spinal 
rollovers or CPR and scoff, “Lifeguards 
don’t actually do anything,” or, “They 
just get paid to stand around.” With all 
of the CPR, first aid, and rescue training, 
certification, and expertise that is needed 
to become a lifeguard, I don’t think that’s 
a fair assumption to make. Not only that, 
it’s also an incredibly stressful job to have. 
Lifeguards work hard and ensure the safety 
of many lives, so they deserve the same 
respect that any first responder does. 
If you don’t believe me, I recommend 
watching a show called Bondi Rescue, a 
reality television show that documents the 
daily tasks of the lifeguards at Bondi Beach 
in Australia. Watching them perform 
CPR on unconscious victims, look for lost 
children, deal with first aid cases, and 
rescue people from potentially drowning is 
inspiring and makes you realize just how 
hard being a lifeguard 
really is. 
I know sometimes 
they can seem strict 
or rude with all their 
rules, but that’s only 
because they want 
to minimize the 
possibility of needing 
to perform rescues or 
even handle injuries 
or resuscitations. 
Prevention of accidents 
is one major step in 
lifesaving because it means you’re reducing 
the chances of a water-related injury or 
death from occurring. The rules they have 
set up are designed to decrease risk and to 
protect you. The next time they tell you not 
to run on the pool deck or get upset when 
you dive into the shallow end, you should 
listen. They’re not doing it because they 
want to power-trip over you or to repeat 
the same rules to people again and again, 
they just don’t want to have to worry about 
someone getting an injury or—worst case 
scenario—dying on their watch. Listen to 
the lifeguard and follow pool rules because 
they’re in place for a good reason. 
It’s also important to note that 
lifeguards won’t always be there to save us, 
and the best way to prevent drowning is to 
learn how to swim and educate ourselves 
about water safety. Indeed, another way to 
show appreciation to lifeguards is by taking 
precautions when swimming in a non-
supervised area or by wearing a life jacket 
and keeping yourself informed about any 
potential dangers.
Having the lives of multiple people 
depend on you constantly can’t be easy, 
which is why lifeguards need to be more 
respected. They have incredibly high-
pressure but vital jobs—so the least you 
can do is follow their rules. 
Lifeguards deserve more appreciation
 › Their jobs are incredibly stressful and crucial in our society
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Assistant Editor
Most of us have at some point probably pulled an all-nighter or 
something close to it while finishing an 
essay or cramming for a final. Surviving 
on insufficient amounts of sleep and 
overcompensating with caffeine is virtually 
part of the authentic campus experience—
but we really need to stop normalizing and 
glorifying it as such.
I’m not going to belabour this 
point, but there’s a wealth of scientific 
research showing that a lack of sleep is 
super unhealthy. Aside from short-term 
effects on your immune system, memory, 
mood, weight gain, and more, scientists 
have found that chronic sleep deficit 
can exacerbate the risk of Alzheimer’s, 
dementia, cardiovascular disease, and a 
whole host of other very serious physical 
and mental health conditions. However, 
a 2017 StatsCan study showed that about 
a third of Canadian adults are sleeping 
less than the recommended seven hours 
a night, and among teens the numbers 
are even worse. Suffice to say not getting 
enough sleep is objectively harmful and 
alarmingly common.
Yet why do so many people seem to 
persist in turning their sleep deprivation 
into a contest? I think plenty of us are 
cognizant of the negative health effects but 
continue to accept and even be proud of 
their consistent sleep deficit.
You’ve probably encountered your 
share of people bragging about how they’ve 
only had ten hours of sleep over the past 
three days thanks to a pile-up of projects 
or whatever else; I think a lot of us have 
participated ourselves in this boast-fest. 
Students in particular seem to 
think of sleep deprivation 
as a way to prove 
who’s the most 
hardworking and 
hardcore, who 
most deeply 
values their 
grades over 
their basic 
necessities. 
We seem 
to perceive 
this as some 
challenge, 
pitting our 
academic 
willpower 
against that 
trivial, easily 
conquerable 
inconvenience 
of the needs of 
mortals.
I acknowledge 
that many people 
do boast about 
their lack of sleep self-deprecatingly or 
ironically. Most of the Facebook posts I’ve 
seen have a lamenting tone of “Ha-ha, look 
at how little sleep I’ve had, fifth energy 
drink of the night, uh-oh.” I’m not saying 
that joking about legitimate physical 
and/or mental health concerns can’t be a 
valid way of dealing with them. Nor do I 
necessarily object to complaining; we all 
need to vent sometimes about being 
tired and overworked. However, 
most complaints I see or hear 
just sound like humblebrags, 
meant to impress others with 
demonstrations of internal 
fortitude. By acknowledging 
that a habit is unhealthy 
and sticking to it anyway, 
it feels like you’re trying 
to show that you’re 
really dedicated. 
I believe that 
plenty of people 
who do talk or post 
about not getting 
enough sleep don’t 
necessarily see it as 
humblebragging. 
They’re expressing 
genuine tiredness 
and a genuine 
desire for more sleep. 
However, I wager that 
beneath the I-need-sleep 
sentiment there’s at least a little 
bit of misdirected pride.
Plus, if there is anything 
humblebragging is good for, it’s inciting 
one-upmanship. As long as we hold onto 
this skewed perception that lack of sleep is 
some kind of accomplishment, someone’s 
going to boast about being more modestly 
sleep-deprived, thus perpetuating the idea 
that it’s something to be proud of.
Admittedly, some people really 
can function on less sleep than others. 
According to Harvard Medical School’s 
Division of Sleep Medicine, there is quite 
a large variation between individuals in 
the amount of sleep required—between 
about six and nine hours—which is largely 
genetically determined. This discrepancy 
is all the more reason to stop viewing 
lack of sleep as a contest. If you are one 
of those individuals who only need six 
hours a night, congrats, I guess you can be 
proud of genetic factors entirely outside 
of your control if you really want. If you’re 
not, then don’t try to fight nature; it won’t 
inherently prove that you’re a better, more 
dedicated student. 
I think our entire student ethos has a 
troubled relationship with sleep. Not that 
I think this problem is at all endemic to 
college campuses—I blame everything on 
a broader capitalist framework that has 
indoctrinated us into valuing productivity 
above all else... but that’s a rant for another 
time.
Not getting enough sleep 
is not a competition
 › The student mindset has an unhealthy attitude toward sleep deprivation
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As the winter semester winds down and summer break quickly approaches 
with promises of fun times and wild 
adventures ahead, the number of questions 
I’m having to field about my summer plans 
is spiking through the roof.
I find that around this time of year 
people start comparing their itineraries—
sizing them up to see who’s going to have 
the “best” time off. I’m normally a last-
minute traveller and as of yet have no plans 
for the summer break because I’ll be taking 
summer classes. I made that decision 
because I wanted to do it. Yet every time I 
tell someone that work and school are the 
only things on my agenda right now, I’m 
met with, “Aw! That’s too bad!”
I don’t get it—why is it “too bad” that 
I feel like being productive and want to 
save some money? It’s become increasingly 
frustrating to me that so many people 
define the quality of their summer by 
how much they do and where they go. I 
even had a classmate—upon telling her 
my apparently “boring” plans—respond 
with, “Oh, so you’re not up to much then!” 
As if two jobs and a couple of classes 
require the absolute minimal amount of 
effort compared to a two-week trek across 
Southeast Asia.
While I don’t get 
embarrassed by the 
fact that I have nothing 
exciting going on, I know 
that there are people who 
do and that really sucks. 
Whatever you elect to 
do with your summer is 
up to you and the only 
opinion that should 
matter when deciding 
your plans is your own. 
You don’t need to craft 
an eclectic summer full 
of expensive travel just 
because you’re scared 
that people will think 
you’re boring. 
We live in a unique 
city with tons of hiking 
trails, beaches, and 
other major cities nearby for long weekend 
road trip adventures. There are so many 
interesting events taking place in the Lower 
Mainland that can be easily attended and 
taken advantage of. If you want a break 
but can’t afford to fly somewhere, you 
could even have your own little staycation 
(those are seriously underappreciated). Be 
a tourist in your own city. Sometimes it’s 
fun to rediscover parts of town that you 
generally avoid because they’re busy.
You don’t need to travel all summer 
to have a good time and you certainly 
don’t need to jam-pack your schedule 
with a bunch of seemingly exciting things 
to impress others. Do what you feel 
comfortable with—whatever makes sense 
to you. Just roll with it.
If you can travel and you feel like 
it, then of course you should do it! Just 
remember that shaming people for not 
going anywhere is kind of ignorant and 
dismissive and it doesn’t mean they’re 
boring. There are plenty of reasons why 
someone may not travel the world with 
every school break. Instead of making 
them feel lame or trying to one-up them, 
think about the fact that their plans may 
be guided by different constraints or 
considerations. Don’t brush them off just 
because their summer doesn’t feel exciting 
enough to you.
Nowhere to go, no one to impress
 › The quality of your summer shouldn’t be defined by what you do
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Opinions Editor
Let me preface this with a story. Recently, I was on my way to a meeting when 
the bus I was riding was hit by a car. 
Fortunately, no one was hurt, but the car 
involved in the collision was wrecked and 
the family that was in the car looked to be, 
understandably, a little traumatized. It was 
a stressful situation, and everybody was in 
a bit of shock about what just happened. 
However, something about the way people 
reacted to the collision irked me. Many 
people got off the bus and began to film 
or take pictures of the aftermath of the 
collision. At the same time, many cars that 
drove by were either going really slowly or 
people were staring at the family and the 
scene of the accident. 
I understand something like a traffic 
collision is an exciting event to witness in 
our otherwise mundane lives. However, 
what is the purpose of filming it or gawking 
over such a thing? Furthermore, is it 
really appropriate or helpful to film or 
stare at people, much less crying children 
who were just involved in a situation as 
frightening as a crash? I don’t think so. 
Taking pictures or recordings for 
insurance purposes is one thing. However, 
I’m talking about people who gape and tape 
simply due to curiosity, people who have no 
stake in the insurance ramifications of the 
accident.
The term for people’s tendency 
to turn and stare at accident scenes is 
“rubbernecking” and it’s something I see 
far too commonly when driving. In this 
context, I often see people gawk or crane 
their necks trying to look at accidents while 
they’re driving to the point where they 
slow down or stop traffic to get a better 
look. This is a form of distracted driving, 
which as we know has the potential to be 
incredibly dangerous. When people decide 
to take photos or film these accidents, 
this is known as “digital rubbernecking.” 
It’s unsafe, annoying, and kind of rude. I 
mean, do you really have to get that good 
of a look or photo of a traffic collision? 
What are you going to do, put it on your 
Instagram? Just mind your own business 
and move on.
I understand people are morbidly 
curious sometimes. Believe me, no one 
knows that better than me. However, being 
so preoccupied with something while 
driving is a major hazard. You could end 
up being involved in a collision yourself if 
you are more focused on an accident on the 
side of the road than the road in front of 
you. Furthermore, I think it is incredibly 
annoying when people do it. They act as if 
they have never seen an accident in their 
life. It’s not that interesting and there are 
more important things to focus on—like 
maybe your driving.
I think it’s also important to consider 
people’s feelings after a car accident. 
Do you think if you were involved in a 
collision, you would want people staring 
at or filming you? I know I wouldn’t. The 
next time you’re driving and notice an 
accident, it’s normal to be curious and take 
a gander, but please refrain from staring or 
getting your phone out to take pictures of 
the scene. It’s rude, and you don’t want to 
be the next accident on the side of the road. 
What gets your goat?
 › People who stare at or film car accidents
Jessica Berget
Opinions Editor
I know the jury is still out on over whether the herb cilantro is tasty or 
not; some people love it and others 
think it tastes like soap. However, it’s 
not their fault—people’s disdain for 
the herb may be attributed to their 
genetics. Personally I love cilantro 
and would put it in all of my food if 
I could, but I’m not going to hate on 
others for not having the genetics 
to enjoy its taste, which is entirely 
outside their control. So, I say we put 
the cilantro debate to rest. The real 
herb enemy I think everyone’s taste 
buds can agree on is parsley. 
I know it is a vital ingredient of 
many delicious dishes and foods… 
oh wait, no it’s not! Besides maybe 
a chimichurri sauce, it’s practically 
never needed as an ingredient in 
another dish except as a garnish. Even 
then, its only purpose is to make the 
dish look fancy, and even then, it still 
does a bad job! Yet almost every recipe 
I see with an accompanying picture 
of the food in question has that sad, 
pathetic, little sprig of suck on top of 
an otherwise appetizing dish. I won’t 
stand for it any more. 
Why must everything be 
garnished with parsley? It is a useless, 
cast-off herb; it might as well not 
be there at all. Also, I find it has 
absolutely no taste except perhaps 
slightly leafy. I don’t know why recipes 
still list it as an ingredient because I 
find it hard to believe that anyone 
actually purchases it and uses it in 
their dishes.
Seriously, who has ever 
chomped down on a leaf of parsley 
and thought, “Oh this is delicious?” 
No one. Normally I’m not a picky 
eater at all and will try any food 
at least once. However, I’ve tried 
parsley enough to know that I don’t 
want it anywhere near my food. 
Parsley was once a symbol 
for death to Ancient Greeks and 
Romans. If you ask me, I think 
we should be regarding it just the 
same because it essentially kills 
any dish you put it on. If you are 
ever reading a recipe and it says you 
need parsley, just ignore it. 
Parsley sucks as an herb
 › It’s only good as a garnish and even then, it sucks
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• Snip snip, bitch!
• Straight white blonde girl really getting 
into ‘Drag Race’
• Horoscopes
...and more!
(March 21 – April 20)
This was supposed to be 
the summer of Aries! Despite your best 
efforts, your go-getter attitude is going to 
get in the way of your much-needed R&R. 
Try to put your work aside and enjoy the 
gettin’ while the gettin’ is good. Plan a 
small trip with friends to get out of the city 
for a while!
(April 21 – May 20)
The blue seas are calling 
your name! This summer, try and hit up 
somewhere with the biggest beach you 
can find. Warning: Be as diligent as you 
can with sunscreen application to avoid 
a sunburn or (quelle horreur) early onset 
crow’s feet. Gasp!
(May 22 – June 22)
This summer promises to 
be fruitful in both fruit (farm fresh, that is) 
and fruits of your labour (I know, I know; 
gimme a break, okay?!). The sun brings a 
streak of competitiveness out of you, and 
nothing can stand in your way! Any task 
at work is no match for your prowess. Go, 
Gemini, go!
(June 22 – July 23)
This summer promises 
to be full of interesting new friendships! 
People naturally flock to your chill 
demeanor, but this summer your dial is 
cranked up all the way. While social group 
hopping, be sure to schedule some alone 
time for yourself to recharge.
(July 24 – Aug 23)
Do you hear that? It’s the 
wilderness calling! Take the holidays as 
a chance to get out into the mountains, 
forest… anything away from the city! Pack 
a backpack and a lunch and head towards 
the nearest clump of trees you can see. 
Warning: If you’re going on an extended 
hike, be sure to bring a pal. Lions and 
bears don’t mix!
(Aug 24 – Sept 23)
Ooh la la—finally, Virgo 
gets theirs! Though this summer might 
not be the relaxing, extended nap you 
were dreaming about, it promises to 
be full of flights of fancy. Looking for a 
summer fling? Look no further. Someone 
is lurking right in your periphery (in a 
non-creepy way, I promise) who has the 
hots for you! Ahh, young love.
(Oct 24 – Nov 22)
You love the summer and 
the summer loves you! Like most things, 
you dive into the holidays head-on. 
Though you might want to do every single 
thing within a 15-kilometre radius, keep 
an eye on what is fiscally and financially 
possible for you. Don’t go overboard!
(Jan 21 – Feb 19)
Big changes are in store 
for this summer! A job change, apartment 
change, or even something as small as 
a haircut— it’s in the cards for you. Take 
mental inventory of everything you like 
about your life and everything you think 
might need a good tweaking. Start there!
(Feb 20 – Mar 20)
You’ve been through a lot, 
and now is the time to let the sun recharge 
you. Don’t do anything too drastic, and 
instead use this time to centre yourself. 
Reach out to friends and family to give 
you a hand when you feel stuck—they’ll 
always be there for you!
(Dec 22 – Jan 20)
Think about heading 
home to visit family during the summer! 
Though sleeping in your childhood 
bedroom might not be your first idea of a 
good time, there might be things you need 
to address that’ve been lingering in your 
mind for a while. Try going back to the 
root of the source—your hometown.
(Nov 23 – Dec 21)
Party time, Sag! As a 
naturally awesome addition to any social 
gathering, everyone wants a piece of you 
this summer. Your dance card will fill up 
pretty fast, so consider keeping a schedule 
of each event you promise to go to (lest 
you be called out for being a flake).
(Sept 24 – Oct 23)
It’s getting hard to resist 
that travel bug, but you’ve got bigger 
problems on your plate! Like the old tale 
of the ant and the grasshopper, one bug 
does work while the other bug does no 
work, and then the no work one suffers in 
the winter (or something)! You don’t want 
to suffer in the winter, do you? Put the 
time in now and you’ll be chilling in a nice, 
warm ant hole all winter long, I promise!
Horoscopes
Isabelle Orr
Entertainment Editor
 › How should you spend 
the summer holidays?
Results
Mostly "A"s
Don’t get bangs! An extremely hurtful Vice 
article once told me that hair parted in the 
middle was the “only flattering look” and 
that bangs looked like a “children’s drawing” 
of what hair should look like. This article 
sucked and I came across it right after I got 
bangs, so it really got me where it hurts. 
Don’t do what I did and instead be happy 
with the haircut you have right now! 
Mostly “B”s 
Get some light bangs that you can easily 
tuck behind your ears if needed. Gone are 
the blunt-ass bangs of yesteryear (fuck you 
Zooey Deschanel [apologizes to my editors 
for all the swears in here]); here to stay are 
wispy, romantic bangs that scream, “I’ve 
never used a public restroom and I never 
will!” Congratulations! 
Mostly “C”s
Grab ye olde straight razor and shave your 
damn head! Hair only binds us to this 
human coil and there’s nothing like being 
freed from your chains. It’s time to take 
back what you are owed and shave the 
middle of your head like George Costanza 
from Seinfeld. Nothing’s sexier than looking 
like a middle-aged accountant—I can attest 
to that!
Questions
When was the last time you went 
through a breakup? 
a) less than a month ago
b) a few months ago
c) I’m still in a relationship with 
the love of my LIFE aka mySELF 
hahahhaha
When you order Neapolitan ice 
cream, which flavour do you eat 
first? 
a) chocolate
b) strawberry
c) make it into ice cream soup and 
drink it through a straw
Which Jersey Shore cast member 
do you most identify with? 
a) Pauly D 
b) JWoww
c) The twins Pauly and Mike “The 
Situation” brought home in season 
four
Spring is here! You’re looking 
forward to: 
a) cherry blossom season 
b) some nice weather 
c) climbing into trees and stealing 
birds’ eggs to make into a nice 
foraged omelette 
Quiz:
Snip snip, bitch!
 › Do you really want bangs, or do you 
just have a lot of emotions?
Isabelle Orr
Entertainment Editor
Bangs are high risk/high reward, and if there’s one thing I like, it’s being high. Wait, no. Let me start again—there’s nothing I love more than a potentially life-
altering decision that can be made in the blink of an eye and can turn into something 
I can bitch about for the next three months. 
Tired of looking up “round face Asian hair bangs” on Pinterest for the 20th 
time? Maybe it’s time to take the plunge… or maybe you’re just bored and need 
something to latch onto as we float through space on this big rock called Earth. Still 
not sure? Take my quiz to find out what you should do! Remember, bangs or not—
you’ll always be ugly. 
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Isabelle Orr
Entertainment Editor
Onlookers were stunned last Wednesday when local woman 
Sophie Zoonan happened upon a lightly 
used family in an alleyway in Kitsilano. 
“Someone just left a perfectly good 
Family Unit out behind their house,” 
Zoonan said, dusting off her new mother. 
“It’s amazing what some people will throw 
away.” 
Zoonan’s great find included a 
mother, father, older sister, and younger 
brother.
“I’ve heard about some people 
finding a whole family intact with a dog,” 
Zoonan said. “But you have to take what 
you can get.” 
She found the family when she was 
skateboarding along the flat alleyways 
in Kits, where wealthy people often 
abandon used furniture and homeware 
for scavengers to pick up.
“I saw them just lying in a box next 
to the yard waste and lawn trimmings 
bin, and when I went to take a look, I saw 
that they were almost in mint condition. 
Judging by their clothes, I would go as far 
as to call them vintage. They’re going to 
look so cute in my apartment!” 
Other Press reporters took photos of 
the Family Unit to an antiques dealer to 
see if the retail price could be determined. 
“This seems to be a family model 
from the ’90s,” antiquarian Ronald 
Fawcett told reporters. “We’re looking 
at around $450 for the complete set. I 
see there’s some general wear and tear, 
and some dings on the brother’s front 
teeth and scrapes on the knees and 
elbows. You can see that these models 
aren’t as progressive or minimalistic as 
today’s models. Still, you can see the 
craftsmanship and general sturdiness that 
you just aren’t seeing in more modern 
families. All in all, Miss Zoonan deserves 
a congratulations.” 
Despite Fawcett’s words, Zoonan 
had some qualms about how the vintage 
family was programmed. “The father 
comes with a built-in misogyny function 
that all fathers were programmed with 
back in the day. I might be able to take 
him to a shop to get jailbroken. And the 
mother has a virus that makes her prone 
to depression and anxiety. Still though, 
it’s one of my best finds. My other great 
find was a pressure cooker, so this is a 
close second.”
As far as her plans for the family? 
“I’m going to hose them down in my 
backyard first, just to make sure there’s 
no risk of bedbugs,” Zoonan said. “Then 
I’ll probably use them for a photoshoot 
or two. I might get around to doing 
something big with them someday, but 
for now I think they’ll look really nice in 
my living or dining room. 
Though multiple attempts to reach 
the previous owners of the family were 
made, no one was able to comment. 
“Anyone who throws away a family 
just like that like that probably doesn’t 
want their name spread around,” Fawcett 
said. “The least they could do is recycle 
them. Absolutely disgusting.”
Whole new 
family scavenged 
from alley
 › Washed, dried, and good as new!
Isabelle Orr
Entertainment Editor
A reputable news source announced that all of your friends are upset and 
annoyed at that thing you did. 
In a recent interview, you told 
reporters that you “thought you got away 
with [the incident]” and that “pretty 
much nobody had noticed it,” but our 
sources determined that this was false.
Reports even closer to the source 
(the source being you) explained that the 
animosity from your friends stems from 
not one isolated incident, but many over 
time that built up into a kind of “volcano 
of hate.” 
Other Press reporters spoke to 
sociologist Mary Fraser about why all of 
your friends were pissed at you all at the 
same time. 
“It turns out that the subject [you] 
often acts in a way that is both juvenile 
and self-aggrandizing. The subject isn’t 
open to any criticism, and often acts 
out of spite or immediately goes on the 
defensive. Additionally, the subject is a 
big, whiny baby who needs to either grow 
up or shut up. Also, their pouting is not 
cute, and they are much too old to dress 
the way that they do.”
In an interview with your parents it 
was revealed that they couldn’t stand you 
either.
“[Your Name] has always acted this 
way, even as a child,” your mother said. 
“If [Your Name] didn’t get their way, 
everybody would suffer. It’s no surprise 
that [Your Name] has managed to tick off 
every single friend they have.” 
“I also hate [Your Name],” your 
father added.
To add insult to injury, in a poll 
run by the Other Press, almost all of 
your friends find you insufferable when 
you drink, and 80 percent say you can’t 
dance.
“Also, you can’t keep using Tinder, 
saying you hate Tinder, delete it for three 
days, then separately ask each of us if you 
should download Tinder again,” one of 
your friends said. “Either download it or 
don’t. Nobody cares.” 
Is there any hope for you? 
“[Your Name] could start by 
including money for a tip whenever we 
all order DoorDash on one credit card,” 
your best friend told reporters. “Don’t 
think we don’t notice that, because we 
do. It’s like, we use my credit card, but I 
have to give the delivery guy a five dollar 
tip out of my own pocket? You have to 
leave at least a ten percent tip. It’s built 
right into the app.”
Other suggested remedies for your 
behaviour include washing the dishes 
whenever a friend invites you over for 
dinner, liking close friends’ Instagram 
pictures as soon as they’re posted, 
offering your place for someone to crash, 
and to stop using finger guns.
“Are they still doing that finger gun 
thing?” your father asked. “Jesus Christ.” 
All of your friends 
mad at that 
thing you did
 › ‘Why did you do the thing? We 
told you not to do the thing!’
Isabelle Orr
Entertainment Editor
Riley Lapointe, 24, announced to press last Thursday that she reportedly 
“lurves” popular reality show RuPaul’s Drag 
Race. 
“Has anybody here even seen the 
show?” she said of the Emmy award-
winning television series with over 10 
seasons. “I’m probably the only person 
who’s ever seen this very well-known show 
that’s also on Netflix.”
Like millions of viewers worldwide, 
Lapointe has fallen in love with the 
gorgeous and talented queens who battle 
it out for the title of America’s Next Drag 
Superstar.
“I just love how pretty all the men look 
in makeup,” Lapointe said. “I like Violet 
Chachki because she’s the prettiest one.” 
RuPaul’s Drag Race explores many 
themes including sexual and gender 
identity, socioeconomic politics, and what 
it means to be a marginalized individual in 
today’s society. 
“I like when 
they walk down 
the runway in big 
heels,” Lapointe 
said. “They’re just 
like me, a woman!” 
Other Press 
reporters spoke to 
Alexis Sofia, pop 
culture analyst, for 
more insight on the reality show. 
“Although RuPaul’s Drag Race helped 
to present drag to the masses, ultimately 
what you’re seeing every week is a small 
facet of what drag really is. Remember, it’s 
a reality show where contestants are being 
judged, so only the drag that RuPaul—or 
World of Wonder, the show’s producers—
likes will be presented.”
When presented with this 
information, Lapointe had only this to say: 
“Okurr!” 
Reporters spoke to other viewers for 
their personal takes. 
“Seeing the queens giving their all 
every week and honing their craft—it’s so 
inspirational to me,” said Jesse Edwards, 
amateur drag performer. “It gives me hope 
that one day I can reach levels of notoriety.” 
“So many contestants found their 
chosen families through drag, and as 
someone who is estranged from their 
own family, it really makes me feel like 
there’s a community out there,” said Dana 
McMichaels. 
“Lots of queens of colour are 
represented on the show, and it’s amazing 
seeing people like me broadcasted 
worldwide,” Nat Carrera said to reporters. 
“I hope to one day see a Puerto Rican queen 
take home the crown.” 
“My favourite season is season seven 
because that’s when all the prettiest queens 
were on, like Pearl and Miss Fame,” said 
Lapointe. “I don’t like watching any season 
before season five because everyone looks 
so bad. Every week I go out to a bar and 
watch the latest episode with my one gay 
friend, who also loves Drag Race and says 
all the catchphrases with me. In fact, our 
entire friendship is based around the show 
and how performative we can be when 
we’re together in a public space. If he ever 
got a boyfriend, I don’t know what I would 
do because at this point, he’s literally a facet 
of my personality. Werk!” 
When asked if she had any plans to 
attend local drag shows, Lapointe had this 
to say: “There’s local drag shows?” 
Straight white blonde girl 
really getting into ‘Drag Race’
 › Yassss, kween!
They’re just like 
me, a woman!”
—Riley Lapointe, 
superfan and white girl
Creative Works
Morgan Hannah
Life & Style Editor
sneaky tears, always escaping from the corners of my eyes
leaving soft white trails in the fields of my skin 
like rows of lavender, they too leave me sleepy 
in melancholy 
sneaky tears soaking into the cotton of my shirt
puddles that I then fall into
will you follow me as I drown?
like swingers swaying in and out of each other's arms
sneaky tears slip past my skin coloured skirts 
and onto my arms
and I cradle them; they too leave me to sleep 
Sneaky tears
Bex Peterson
Editor-in-Chief
I knew from birth my youth
was a form of currency
every second a penny
each minute a dime
the hours were nickels
days became dollars
and it all devalued 
as time marched on
I obsessed over deadlines
I could never meet
comparing my stacks
my resume facts against
others who invested
far more wisely than me
you have to specialize
focus
set distractions aside
focus
choose a life
focus
to do anything exceptional
to be anyone exceptional
if life is a highway
then I drift across lanes
if I come to the crossroads
I stall at the junction
I circle my chances
I load up my arms
with all life can give me
and everything tumbles
shatters on the ground
and I start again
and I start again
and I start again
there 
were 
such 
high 
hopes 
for me
ComiCs & Puzzles
Across
1. Direct, as a ship
6. Piles
12. Fainted, with "out"
14. BC’s deputy PM James
15. Restaurant rating 
company
17. Stinging insect
18. First Holy Roman 
Emperor
19. Muse of Greek 
mythology
21. Highest cards
22. Granola grain
24. Sixth highest mountain 
(2 wds.)
26. Lowest singers
29. Egg layers
30. __ Lanka
33. Know-it-all, with 
"smart"
34. Write a program
35. Exam for many jrs.
36. Actress/comedian Fey
37. Vocal group
38. Capital of Latvia
39. "End of radio message."
40. Not there
41. Rounded corner
42. __ publica
43. Two-__ sloth
44. Unhappiness
45. Opt
47. Alphabet starter
48. Region
50. Roller race
52. Angelic ring
56. Small stream
58. Line before tax, usually
60. "One more song!"
61. Be suitable for
62. Beer mugs
63. City in Alabama, an 
important civil rights 
site in the 1960s
Down
1. Narrow opening
2. Diplomacy
3. NATO EO
4. Barely get by
5. Rents again
6. Bluenose, e.g.
7. The way
8. Ordered series
9. Like a hard hit to the 
head
10. Emily Carr's __ Wyck 
(1941)
11. Collections
12. One of Canada's Big Five
13. East or West, e.g. (abbr.)
16. They often come with 
salsa and sour cream (2 
wds.)
20. "__ __ is cast"
23. Hunky-dory
25. Windows or Linux, e.g.
26. Ulan __
27. Still breathing
28. Deterioration due to age
31. Wild party
32. Rome's country
34. Feta or gouda, e.g.
35. Kindergarten 
antecedent
37. Chihuahua-poodle 
mixes
41. Baby's neckwear
32. Fro's partner
44. Possibilities
46. Capital of Vietnam
48. Greek war god
49. Smallest of the litter
51. Pal
53. Particle
54. Molten rock
55. Cheer for a matador
57. Sea eagle
59. Definite article
Weekly crossword: Gesundheit!
By Caroline Ho, Assistant Editor
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Weekly crossword: Pizza
By Caroline Ho, Assistant Editor
I T A L I A R U T G R R
N O R E S T E T A F R A Y
U N F O L D M I X L A T E
N E A P O L I T A N
E R A W E R E S T O K E
T O P P I N G S T A B L E S
C I T E D L E S S R A G S
P O P E E P E E
C A R P I G O R S A T I N
C H E E S E D E E P D I S H
C A D R E C O N N S O L
M O Z Z A R E L L A
L I E N I T O I O D I N E
A L A I T A U S C A R E D
B L T I N S T O M A T O
Previous solution
Weekly crossword: Gesundheit!
Caroline Ho
Assistant Editor
STUDY HALL
C O Q U I T L A M :
A P R I L  8 T H  -  1 8 T H
I N  T H E  T I M ' S  C A F E
F R E E  S T U D Y  T I P S ,  
C O F F E E  &  S T U D Y  S P A C E !
N E W  W E S T :
A P R I L  8 T H  -  1 2 T H
I N  T H E  F I S H B O W L
A P R I L  1 5 T H - 1 8 T H
I N  T H E  C O N C O U R S E
1 1 A M - 6 P M
